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* Handle/trace/log file * Shows log at a time and does not need a system restart * Plug in/load the dll and plugins so they can be
easily executed * Fully support log4j, log4net, and EIF * Log viewing (easy to read) * Full support for Pocket PC development

* Native C++ support * The application also offers: * A set of tracing plugins for DebugView and Advanced DebugView *
Smarter search feature for open/close/write and the last modified file. * The application has its own events database so that it
doesn't rely on the system database. * The application was designed so that it can be embedded into your project and it doesn't

require to write any unmanaged code. Basic Tokenbox is an application that allows you to trace the system calls within your
application. It is easy to use and it does not require deep knowledge of the Windows API. The application features: * A dialog to
enable tracing * The trace log can be configured so that it is saved locally or to an FTP server * You can choose to trace events

from specific processes * The application has its own database system so that it doesn't rely on the system database * The
application can be embedded into your project so that it does not require writing unmanaged code * The application supports

Microsoft EIF (the event interface for Microsoft.NET Framework 1.1 and 2.0) and Windows Sockets (Winsock) tracing * The
application can be compiled into a.NET dll * It is easily extended so that new tracing can be added without any effort *

Compatible with all Windows SDKs * Compatible with all Windows XP Embedded and Windows 2000 Embedded Partha K.
Das is a software architect, programmer and a computer scientist. His work is mostly programming oriented and includes

writing code for mobile applications, Windows applications and web applications. The application is a commercial utility that
handles, observes and logs trace windows messages from all applications on the PC. The trace may be streamed from a text file

or emailed to an address. You can monitor the logs and track the activities of user-defined applications and trace windows
messages from existing processes. It has a database system that can be used to store observations that you want to find later. The
application can be embedded into your program to support tracing, or it may be used as a standalone application. It supports the

error reporting process
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TraceTool 

...is a handy and reliable utility that was designed to be a  C#, C++, Delphi, ActiveX and Java trace framework and trace viewer.
The application offers Tail, outputDebugString, event log, and with Log4J, Log4Net, and Microsoft EIF support. This also
comes with full support for Pocket PC development (C++ and DotNet). TraceTool is currently available for all major Microsoft
platforms (32 and 64-bit) and all editions of Microsoft Windows (7, Vista, XP, 2000, ME, NT4, etc. Also supported are
Windows Mobile (2000, 2003, 2005, etc.) and Pocket PC (all versions) with all major editions of C#, C++, Delphi, and.NET
Framework. TraceTool features include: Tail - Tail the execution of user-specified trace specifications in a user-specified
stream. OutputDebugString - Output the contents of a string to all the debug output. Event Log - View and edit event log
records. Log4J/Log4Net/EIF - Access log4j, log4net, and EIF objects to view, modify, and delete log records. Configuration -
Create the log4j.properties and log4net.config files. Save & Load - Save and reload the log4j.properties and log4net.config files.
OutputDebugString Preview - Preview the outputDebugString function. Windows Mobile Support - Native and Pocket PC (all
versions) C#/.Net Framework 4, C++/.NET Framework 4.0/4.5. Pocket PC Support - Native Pocket PC (all versions) C#/.NET
Framework 4, C++/.NET Framework 4.0/4.5. Information in Trace Tool Form: Configuration: Debugging: Output: Tail: Pocket
PC (all versions) C#/.Net Framework 4, C++/.NET Framework 4.0/4.5. Windows Mobile (all versions) C#/.Net Framework 4,
C++/.NET Framework 4.0/4.5. Log4j/Log4Net: Tail: Output: Pocket PC (all versions) C#/.Net Framework 4, C++/.NET
Framework 4.0/4.

What's New In?

TraceTool is a handy and reliable utility that was designed to be a  C#, C++, Delphi, ActiveX and Java trace framework and
trace viewer. The application offers Tail, outputDebugString, event log, and with Log4J, Log4Net, and Microsoft EIF support.
This also comes with full support for Pocket PC development (C++ and DotNet). The application provides very useful features
such as the ability to trace the entire application using a single "GoToTrace" method, a method that will trace any piece of code,
or even from within the application itself. It's also possible to view the resulting trace through a simple GUI, which will then
show you the trace in a tabular form. TraceTool can trace and show you the entire Windows OS (from kernel to the drivers to
the OS data) in user mode or driver mode. This can also be done when the target application is running as a guest OS, and will
trace any application that you choose. Additionally, if you are running your target application as a guest OS and the guest OS is
Vista, the application may be running in XP mode, which, in certain ways, is a version of the Windows NT 4.0 environment.
Moreover, TraceTool offers two new features: dumping to a file and a built-in viewer, which will show you the results of the
trace, as well as allowing you to view them in different ways. Features: · Trace entire Windows OS, from kernel to the drivers to
the OS data, whether the target program is running as a · Standard logger · With a standard logger, trace the entire Windows OS,
from kernel to the drivers to the OS data, whether the target program is running as a guest OS, and the trace may also show you
the results of the trace · Built-in viewer with support for Hierarchical View, Large View, and Small View · You can also display
the trace in some ways through the built-in viewer (available in Hierarchical View and Large View and Small View) · Able to
trace any code of the target program, whether in Visual C++ or DotNet · Support for all versions of the languages supported by
the Windows OS, including C, C++, Visual Basic, ASP, etc. · Generate friendly messages for the user when an error is occurred
· No edition or platform required · No need for installation · It is installed as a service
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System Requirements For TraceTool:

Windows 7 64 bit Intel i3-530 @ 3.1GHz 8 GB RAM 4 GB Hard Disk DirectX 11 Uninstallation Policy: Uninstall support
Uninstall the game after playing and install it after a restart of the system. Version 1.0.0.2 Version 1.0.0.1 Version 1.0.0 Version
0.9.9 Version 0.9.8 Version 0.9.7 Version
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